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Galaxies: Snapshots in Time
This sequence of NASA Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images of remote galaxies offers tantalizing initial clues to the evolution
of galaxies in the universe.
(far left column)
These are traditional spiral and elliptical-shaped galaxies that make up the two basic classes of island star cities that inhibit
the universe we see in our current epoch (14 billion years after the birth of the universe in the Big Bang). Elliptical galaxies
contain older stars, while spirals have vigorous ongoing star formation in their dusty, pancake-shaped disks. Our Milky Way
galaxy is a typical spiral, or disk-shaped galaxy, on the periphery of the great Virgo cluster. Both galaxies in this column are
a few tens of millions of light-years away, and therefore represent our current stage of the universe's evolution.
(center left column)
These galaxies existed in a rich cluster when the universe was approximately two-thirds its present age. Elliptical galaxies
(top) appear fully evolved because they resemble today's descendants. By contrast, some spirals have a "frontier" appearance,
with loosely shaped arms of young star formation. The spiral population appears more disrupted due to a variety of possible
dynamical effects that result from dwelling in a dense cluster.
(center right column)
Distinctive spiral structure appears more vague and disrupted in galaxies that existed when the universe was nearly one-third
its present age. These objects do not have the symmetry of current-day spirals and contain irregular lumps of starburst activity.
However, even this far back toward the beginning of time, the elliptical galaxy (top) is still clearly recognizable. However, the
distinction between ellipticals and spirals grows less certain with increasing distance.
(far right column)
These extremely remote, primeval objects existed when the universe was nearly one-tenth its current age. The distinction
between spiral and elliptical galaxies may well disappear at this early epoch. However, the object in the top frame has the light
profile of a mature elliptical galaxy. This implies that ellipticals formed remarkably early in the universe while spiral galaxies
took much longer to form.
Credit: A. Dressier (Carnegie Institutions of Washington), M. Dickinson (STScI), D. Macchetto (ESA/STScI), M. Giavalisco
(STScI), and NASA.
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OVERVIEW
The Notional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Space Grant College and Fellowship
Program was established under Public Law 100-147. the NASA Authorization Act of 1988, to ensure
continued U.S. strength in space-related research and education and to capitalize on the multiple
opportunities afforded by the space environment.
Space Grant objectives, derived from the legislation, are to : (1) establish a national network of
universities with interests and capabilities in aeronautics, space, and related fields; (2) encourage
cooperative programsdmonguniversities.aerospaceindustry.and Federal, state and local governments;
(3) encourage interdisciplinary training, research, and public service programs related to aerospace;
(4) recruit and train professionals, especially women, underrepresented minorities, and persons with
disabilities for careers in aerospace science and technology; and, (5) promote a strong science,
mathematics and technology education base from elementary through secondary levels.
The three goals of the Space Grant program are to: (1) identify, maintain, and disseminate Space Grant
programs that are proven to be effective; (2) devise and implement new Space Grant programs that
address agency and national education initiatives; and, (3) expand the Space Grant network by
continuing to develop partnerships with external constituencies, such as professional societies and Land
Grant and Sea Grant University programs..
Through the Space Grant program. NASA has successfully forged a network of participating universities
and other institutions in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. The 52 Space Grant State
Consortia currently consist of 395 institutions of higher education. 66 industry affiliates, 26 state/local
government offices, 40 nonprofit organizations, and 25 other education entities. Space Grant affiliates
include many of the Nation's research-intensive universities, as well as private academic institutions,
four-year institutions, and community colleges. Also included are 38 Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs), 9 Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs). 5 Native American Institutions, and 10 Other
Minority Institutions (OMUs). Contacts at each of these institutions are included in this directory-
The majority of the 52 consortia are aligned into five regional consortia for the purposes of sharing
information and conducting cooperative projects. Communication between NASA and state consortia
is facilitated via an Internet distribution node. Further, University Affairs Officers at NASA Field Centers
perform liaison between consortia members and NASA researchers.
For additional information on the National Space Grant College and Fellowship Program, please write
to:
NASA Headquarters




or for Internet access (World Wide Web) point your client software to:
http://ednet.gsfc.nasa.gov/space_grant/NASAspacegrant.html
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ALABAMA
ALABAMA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Alabama in Huntsville
(Lead Institution)
Dr. John C. Gregory
Director. Alabama Space Grant Consortium


















Policy Advisory Council Member






























Dr. C. Michael Moriarty
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ALABAMA
Mr. John B. Winch
Policy Advisory Council Member






Mr. James Foster, Jr.
Industry Representive














































Mr. John P. Hartin
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ALASKA
University of Alabama
Dr. Robert L Wells













University of Alabama at Birmingham
Dr. J. Michael Rigsbee
Campus Director






Policy Advisory Council Member




University of South Alabama


















Phone: (205) 837-4411 Extension: 1











Phone: (205) 837-4411 Extension: 768
ALASKA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Alaska-Fairbanks
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Joseph G. Hawkins








Ms. Kim K. Fisher
Administrative Assistant
CMIS Contact






















Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.




















ARIZONA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Arizona (Lead Institution)
Dr. Eugene H. Levy
Director. Arizona Space Grant Consortium






Ms. Susan A. Brew
Arizona Space Grant Consortium Program
Coordinator
CMIS Contact
Lunar & Planetary Laboratory





Dr. Christopher D. Impey







Dr. Jonathan I. Lunine
Associate Director. Arizonia Space Grant Consortium
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ARIZONA
Dr. Helen Reed
Associate Director, Arizona Space Grant Consortium









5949 Pudding Stone Lane





Dr. Richard F. Felton
Space Grant Representative, Embry-Riddle
Department of Aerospace Engineering





















Mr. Rich Van Riper
Space Grant Representative
Department of Engineering











Kin Peak National Observatory/NOAO
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ARIZONA
NURO National Undergraduate Research pima Community College










NAU/NASA Space Grant Program Coordinator






















Dr. Colin E. Campbell
Space Grant Representative















Dr. Steven B. Howell
Space Grant Representative






Dr. Nancy Jo Austin
Space Grant Representative
Department of Physical Sciences
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ARKANSAS SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Arkansas at Little Rock
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Gaylord M. Northrop
Director, Arkansas Space Grant Consortium
CMIS Contact
Graduate Institute of Tech., ETAS 125
2801 South University Avenue





Dr. Roger W. Abemathy
Planning Committee Member & Campus Rep.
Department of Mathematics
P.O. Box 1030





Dr. Jack R. Hamm







Dr. Edmond W. Wilson, Jr.
Planning Committee Member & Campus Rep.
Department of Physical Sciences






Dr. Charles W. Leming









Dr. M. Warfield Teague
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ARKANSAS
Lyon College
Dr. Roberta M. Bustin







University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Dr. Collis R. Geren
Planning Committee Member & Campus Rep.
Graduate School






Dr. Robert L Hamilton








University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
Dr. EboTei
Planning Committee Member & Campus Rep.
Dept. of Social and Behavioral Sciences
1200 N. University Drive
Pine Bluff. AR 71601
Phone:(501)543-8175
Fax: (501)543-8920
University of Central Arkansas
Dr. Stephen R. Addison
Planning Committee Member & Campus Rep.





University of the Ozarks
Dr. Richard Furlan
Planning Committee Member & Campus Rep.
Department of Physics





University of Arkansas for Medical
Sciences
Dr. James N. Pasley
Ranning Committee Member & Campus Rep.
4301 West Markham Street
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CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of California, San Diego
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Michael Wiskerchen
Director, California Space Grant Consortium
California Space Institute








9500 Gilman Drive, 0524









Long Beach, CA 90840
Phone:(310)985-5190
Fax: (310)985-8736
Son Diego State University
Dr. Kathleen Fisher
Campus Administrator
Department of Physical Science
6475 Alvarado Rd.
Center for Research, Math & Science Ed.












University of California, Davis
Dr. Thomas H. Suchanek





Dr. Susan L. Ustin
Department of Land, Air, & Water Resources





University of California, Irvine
Dr. Ralph Cicerone
Campus Administrator





University of California, Los Angeles
Dr. Christopher Russell
Campus Administrator
Department of Earth and Space Science
405 Hilgard Ave.
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COLORADO SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Colorado at Boulder
(Lead Institution)
Ms. Elaine R. Hansen
Director, Colorado Space Grant Consortium









































































Dr. Marvin E. Criswell
Assistant Director for Academic Affairs
Department of Civil Engineering
Fort Collins. CO 80523
Phone:(970)491-5844
Fax: (970)491-7727
Dr. John E. Hendrix
Assistant Director for Space Agriculture
Dept. of Plant Pathology and Weed Science
Fort Collins. CO 80523-1732
Phone:(970)491-5124
Fax: (970)491-7727
Dr. James P. Lester
Assistant Director for Outreach
Political Science






Department of Civil Engineering






Associate Director and Research Coordinator







































Dr. Edwin C. Hawkins
Chair
Department of Computer Science.
Mathematics, and Engineering
1175 Texas Avenue





Pikes Peak Community College
Prof. Tom Damon
Associate Director
Mathematics, Science, and Health Division
5675 Academy Blvd.
Campus Box 13








2860 South Circle Drive
Suite 2301




Mr. Jack P. Flannery
Executive Director
2860 South Circle Drive
Suite 2301










USAF Academy, CO 80840-6224
Phone:(719)472-4109
Fax: (719)472-3423








University of Colorado at Colorado
Springs
Dr. Charles E. Fosha
Associate Director
Elec & Comp Eng / Master of Engineering Prg Off.
1867 Austin Bluffs Parkway
Suite 202
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COLORADO/CONNECTICUT









Dr. Theodore D. Violett
Associate Director





Email: spot::'rwalch@goldeng8.univnorthco.edu Email: fdc_violett@wsc.colorado.edu
University of Southern Colorado
Dr. Jerry Sweet
Space Grant Coordinator






CONNECTICUT SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Hartford (Lead Institution) Trinity College
Dr. Ladimer S. Nagumey
Director, Connecticut Space Grant Consortium
College of Engineering
United Technology Hall















Department of Civil Engineering
United Technologies Hall







































DELAWARE SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Bartoi Research Institute (Lead Institution) Delaware State University
Dr. Norman F. Ness .



























Dr. Ehsan M. Helmy
Consortia Representative













Franklin and Marshall College
Dr. Dana E. Backman
Consortia Representative



























Department of Mathematics/Division of Astronomy








Unclon University. PA 19352






Uncoln University, PA 19352












Dr. Victor V. Klemas
Associate Director






Dr. John D. Meakin
Associate Director
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Villanova University
Dr. Edward M. Son
Consortia Representative


















Director, D.C. Space Grant Consortium
Space Policy Institute
714 Gelman Library








































University of the District of Columbia
Dr. Alvin J. Darby
Associate Director














FLORIDA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Florida (Lead institution) Bethune-Cookman College
Dr. Humbert© Campins
Director, Florida Space Grant Consortium
Department of Astronomy






























Dr. Frederick T. Mitton
Advisory Council Member
640 Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune Boulevard
Daytona Beach, FL 32114-3099
Phone: (904) 257-5230
Fax: (904)238-6017
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University
Dr. Lance Erickson
Advisory Council Member
600 S. Clyde Morris University






Executive Board & Advisory Council Member







Executive Board & Advisory Council Member
500 N.W. 20th Street
Boca Raton. FL 33431
Phone: (407) 367-3624
Fax: (407)367-3942
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FLORIDA
Florida Institute of Technology
Dr. Robert L. Sullivan
Advisory Council Member





















University of North Florida
Dr. Sheryl Fountain
Advisory Council Member













University of Central Florida
Dr. Loren Anderson
Associate Director





CEB & Advisory Council Member




University of South Florida
Dr. George Newkome
Executive Board & Advisory Council Member
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GEORGIA
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Georgia Tech (Lead Institution)
Dr. Erian Armanios
Director, Georgia Space Grant Consortium






























Department of Biology and Physical Sciences













Southern College of Technology
Mr. Anthony Docal
Campus Director
Georiga Youth Science and Technology Center




































HAWAII SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Hawaii, Manoa Campus,
Oahu (Lead Institution )
Dr. Peter J. Mouginis-Mark
Director, Hawaii Space Grant Consortium






Dr. B. Ray Hawke
Associate Director













Dr. G. Jeffrey Taylor
Associate Director









Department of Physical Science
PS 102
96-045 Ala Ike












University of Hawaii, Hilo Campus
Dr. Robert Fox
Associate Director
Department of Physics and Astronomy















IDAHO SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Idaho (Lead Institution) Alberison College of Idaho
Dr. Rick Gill
Director, Idaho Space Grant Consortium





























































Twin Falls, ID 83301-1238
Phone: (208) 733-9554 Extension: 2133
Fax: (208)736-4013
Email: golding@csi207.csi.cc.id.vs
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IDAHO





























Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Ali Siahpush
ISGC Member
Department of Mechanical Engineering
P.O. Box 3765

















































ILLINOIS SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Illinois/Urbana-Champaign
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Wayne C. Solomon
Director, Illinois Space Grant Consortium
Department of Aeron. & Astron. Engineering
306F Talbot Lab








Department Aeron. & Astron. Engineering
308 Talbot Lab












Illinois Institute of Technology
Dr. Hassan Nagib
Co-Principal Investigator
Dept. of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering







Dept. of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering


































Office of Non-Credit Programs





The University of Chicago
Dr. Dietrich Muller
Principal Investigator





INDIANA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Purdue University (Lead Institution)
Dr. John P. Sullivan
Director, Indiana Space Grant Consortium
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics
1282 Grissom Hall




Ms. Diane K. Schafer
Program Administrator
School of Aeronautics & Astronautics
1282 Grissom Hall














Dr. Jeffrey R. Alberts
Associate Director
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IOWA
Purdue University Calumet







University of Notre Dame
Dr. Thomas J. Mueller
Associate Director
Dept. of Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering
365 Fitzpatrick Hall




IOWA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Iowa State University (Lead Institution) Engineering Animation, Inc.
Mr. William J. Byrd
Director. Iowa Space Grant Consortium
CMIS Contact
Department of Aerospace Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics
408 Town Engineering Bldg.
Ames.lA 50011-3231
Phone: (515) 294-3106 or 1-800-854-1667
Fax: (515)294-3262
Email: wbyrd@iastate.edu
Aerospace Education Council of Iowa
Ms. June Harris
Outreach Affiliate
Nat'l. Diffusion Network State Facilitator
Grimes State Office Bldg.
E14 & Grand Avenue














Dr. Matthew M. Rizai
Industrial Affiliate





Iowa Department of Transportation
Ms. Kathleen Robinson
Government Affiliate
Air & Transit Division
Park Fair Mall
100 East Euclid, Suite #7
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IOWA
Ms. Deborah A. Curry
Associate Director
















Dr. Joel A. Snow
Presidential Representative
Institute for Physical Research and Technology





NASA Regional Teacher Resource Center
Ms. Maxine Davis
Outreach Affiliate
222 Schindler Education Center






222 Schindler Education Center
Cedar Falls, IA 50614-0609
Phone:(319)273-6066
Rockwell International Corporation
Mr. William J. Richter
Industrial Affiliate
Department of Human Resources
350 Collins Road, N.E.


























Ms. Billie K. Bailey
Outreach Affiliate
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KANSAS
University of Iowa
Dr. P. Barry Butler
Campus Coordinator
Department of Mechanical Engineering
2208 Engineering Building












University of Northern Iowa
Dr. Gerald W. Intemann
Campus Coordinator
College of Natural Sciences
50 Biology Research Complex






College of Natural Sciences
50 Biology Research Complex
















W. Des Moines, IA 50266
Phone:(515)222-1400
Fax: (515)222-4816
KANSAS SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Kansas (Lead Institution)
Dr. David R. Downing
Director. Kansas Space Grant Consortium
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KENTUCKY






















Phone: (913) 749-8404 Extension: 268
Fax: (913)749-8406








Kansas Department of Transportation
Mr. Michael A. Amour



























Director, Kentucky Space Grant Consortium
CMIS Contact
Department of Physics & Astronomy
1526 Russellville Rd.





Department of Physics & Astronomy
One Big Red Way, TCCW 246








Department of Physics & Astronomy
1526 Russellville Rd.





Department of Physics and Astronomy
One Big Red Way. TCCW 246




Department of Physics and Astronomy
1526 Russellvile Road
Bowling Green, KY 42101-3576
Phone: (502) 745-4357
Fax: (502)745-6471
Dr. Phillip E. Myers
Director, Office of Sponsored Programs
104 Foundation Building






One Big Red Way





One Big Red Way





Department of Physics and Astronomy
One Big Red Way, TCCW 246




Department of Physics and Astronomy
One Big Red Way, TCCW 246






















































Kentucky Center for Space Enterprise
Mr. Michael Howard
KSGC Committee Member







KY Science and Technology Council


















Dr. Eung Chun Cho










































































Department of Physics and Geology
Natural Science Center 438









Department of Physics and Geology
Nunn Dr.




Department of Physics and Geology
Nunn Dr.




Department of Physics and Geology
Highland Heights. KY 41099-1900
Phone: (606) 572-5414
Fax: (606)572-5566
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KENTUCKY
Dr. Suketu Bhovsar































Department of Electrical Engineering
Center for Robotics and Manufacturing Systems
Lexington, KY 40506-0108
Phone: (606) 257-6262 Extension : 203
Dr. Charles Knapp
KSGC Committee Member
Center for Biomedical Engineering









Institute for Mining and Minerals Research
















Center for Applied Energy Research
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LOUISIANA
Dr. Robert Cohn










LOUISIANA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Louisiana State University Board of Elementary and Secondary
(Lead Institution)
Dr. John Wefel
Director. Louisiana Space Grant Consortium
CMIS Contact
Department of Physics and Astronomy
277 Nicholson Hall




Dr. Arthur M. Sterling
Institutional Coordinator
Department of Chemical Engineering
110 Chemical Engineering Building















Department of Electrical Engineering
























Remote Sensing & GIS Lab
2601 Gentilly Blvd.
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LOUISIANA


















Louisiana Arts and Science Center
Ms. Gayle Glusman
Institutional Coordinator
The Challenger Learning Center
P. O. Box 3373
100 South River Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70802-5730
Phone: (504) 344-5272
Fax: (504)344-9477
Louisiana Board of Regents
Mr. Edward Goodell
Institutional Coordinator
Director of Federal Projects
150 Riverside Mall
Baton Rouge. LA 70801
Phone: (504) 342-4253
Fax: (504)342-9318
Louisiana State University Agricultural
Center
Dr. Kenneth L. Koonce
Institutional Coordinator
104F Agricultural Center








6363 St. Charles Avenue







Office of Research Services & Sponsored Programs
P.O. Box 90655













Division of Mathematics and Science
Natchitoches, LA 91497
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MAINE
Dr. Austin L Temple. Jr.
Institutional Coordinator




















The University of Southwestern Louisiana
Dr. Arun Lakhotia
Institutional Coordinator









Department of Electrical Engineering













Xavier University of Louisiana




New Orleans, LA 70125
Phone:(504)483-7645
Fax: (504)482-1561
MAINE SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Maine Science and Technology
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Terry Shehata





















































B/ge/ow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences
Janet W. Campbell
McKown Point































College of the Atlantic
Judy Allen
105 Eden Street
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
Phone: (207) 288-5015







Department of Environmental Protection
Lyle Hall












































Landmark Applied Technology, Inc.
Roger Greene









Maine Aquaculture Innovation Center Southern Maine Technical College
Michael Hastings







So. Portland, ME 04106
Phone: (207) 767-1525
Fax: (207) 799-9587








Email: clapham@nutting 1 .umecfr.maine.edu
Dr. Steve Sader

















































MARYLAND SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
The Johns Hopkins University
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Richard C. Henry
Director, Maryland Space Grant Consortium
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Bloomberg Center for Physics and Astronomy








Department of Physics and Astronomy
Bloomberg Ctr. for Physics & Astronomy






















University of Maryland College Park
Ms. Cheryl Morris
Director of Special Programs
1131 Engineering Classroom Building









Phone: (410) 228-9250 Extension: 608
Fax: (410)228-3843
Email: bell@hpel.umd.edu
Space Telescope Science Institute
Dr. Laura Danly
Associate Director
Department of Academic Affairs













The Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory
Dr. Vincent L. Pisacane
Associate Director
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MASSACHUSETTS
MASSACHUSETTS SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(Lead Institution)
Prof. Laurence Young
Director. Massachusetts Space Grant Consortium
Aeronautics & Astronautics









Department of Aeronautics & Astronautics
















Department of Aeronautics & Astronautics
























Solar & Stellar Physics Division













Wright Center for Science Education
Science & Technology Center
Medford.MA 02155
Phone: (617) 628-5000 Extension: 5399
Fax: (617)627-3995
Dr. Eric J. Chaisson
Department of Physics & Education
Science & Technology Center
Medford.MA 02155




























MICHIGAN SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
The University of Michigan
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Roberta Johnson
Director, Michigan Space Grant Consortium
Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and
Space Sciences
Space Physics Research Lab
2106 Space Research Building







Department of Aerospace Engineering
2106 Space Research Building










































Assistant Vice President for Research Services
Office of the V.P. for Research & Graduate Studies




























Saginaw Valley State University
Raymond Foster
Dept. of Science, Engineering and Technology
7400 Bay Road




Dr. Thomas E. Kullgren
Dean. College of Science. Engr and Technology
2250 Pierce Road
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MINNESOTA
MINNESOTA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Minnesota (Lead Institution) Bemidji State University
Dr. William L. Garrard
Director. Minnesota Space Grant Consortium
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering & Mechanics
107 Akerman Hall








Dept. of Aerospace Engineering & Mechanics
107 Akerman Hall























Department of Earth Science
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MISSISSIPPI






































































MISSISSIPPI SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Mississippi (Lead Institution)
Dr. Michael R. Dingerson



























Department of Chemistry and Physics







Department of Computer Science


















Phone: (601)862-3101 Extension: 239
Fax: (601)862-9540
Jackson State University
Dr. Bettye Ward Fletcher














Department of Aerospace Engineering
P. O. Drawer A





Department of Aerospace Engineering
P.O. Box6165
Mississippi State. MS 39762
Phone:(601)325-3623
Fax: (601)325-7730
Dr. Ralph E. Powe
Vice President for Research
Office of Research
P.O. Box 6343




Mississippi University for Women
Dr. William Parker
Partners Coordinator
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MISSOURI
Mississippi Valley State University
Ms. Constance Bland
Partners Coordinator
Department of Mathematics. Computer &
Information Sciences
P.O. Box 1363 MVSU
Itta Bena. MS 38941-0000
Phone:(601)254-3481
Fax: (601)254^6704
Northeast Mississippi Community College
Dr. Lunelle Miller
Partners Coordinator





University of Southern Mississippi
Dr. Grayson Raybom
Campus Coordinator
Department of Mathematical Sciences






V.P. for Research and Ranning
Office of Research





Pearl River Community College
Dr. Catherine Perry Gotten
Campus Coordinator
Department of Computer Science





MISSOURI SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Washington University (Lead Institution)
Dr. Raymond E. Arvidson
Director, Missouri Space Grant Consortium
Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences
Campus Box 1169
One Brookings Drive







Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences
Campus Box 1169
One Brookings Drive








Department of Chemical Engineering
Campus Box 1198
One Brookings Drive




Southwest Missouri State University
Dr. George Wolf
Executive Member






St. Louis Science Center
Ms. Teresa Gipson
Executive Member
Department of Space & Technology
5050 Oakland Avenue






Dept. of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering







Mechanical 8c Aerospace Engineering
















Dept. of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
and Engineering Mechanics





University of Missouri-St. Louis
Dr. Richard Schwartz
Executive Member
Department of Physics & Astronomy
8001 Natural Bridge Road
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MONTANA/NEBRASKA
MONTANA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Montana State University
(Lead Institution)
Dr. William A. Hiscock


























Department of Geophysical Engineering













NEBRASKA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Nebraska at Omaha
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Brent D. Bowen
Director, Nebraska Space Grant Consortium
Aviation Institute


































Dr. E. Terence Foster
Faculty Associate
Construction Systems Technology


























Durham Science Center 263


















Durham Science Center 144
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NEVADA
Creighton University
Dr. John F. Schalles







University of Nebraska Medical Center
Dr. Lynne Farr
Advisory Board Committee Member
College of Nursing





University of Nebraska at Kearney
Dr. Larry Carstenson
Advisory Board Committee Member
Management/Marketing






Dr. Stephen A. Riechenbach
Advisory Board Committee Member















Western Nebraska Community College
Prof. James Joyce






NEVADA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Desert Research Institute
(Lead Institution)
Dr. James V. Taranik
Director, Nevada Space Grant Consortium
755 E. Flamingo Road








755 E. Flamingo Road
P.O. Box 19040
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NEVADA













3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
Las Vegas. NV 89030-4296





Department of Science and Health
3200 East Cheyenne Avenue
Las Vegas. NV 89030-4296
Phone: (702) 643-6060 Extension: 367
Fax: (702)643-6427
Email: page@ccmailccsnnevada.edu




1050 E. Flamingo Road
Las Vegas, NV 89109
Phone: (702) 734-3267
Fax: (702)796-1084





























University of Nevada Reno
Dr. James Carr
Faculty Coordinator
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Dr. Robert Boehm
Faculty Coodinator
Department of Mechanical Engineering
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Phone:(702)895-4160
Fax: (702)895-3936




Las Vegas, NV 89119
Phone: (702) 895-3507
Fax: (702)895-0804
Dr. William R. Wells
Associate Director
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Phone: (702) 895-3699
Fax: (702)895-3936




2201 West Hye Lane




NEW HAMPSHIRE SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of New Hampshire
(Lead Institution)
Dr. David Bartlett
















Co-Director New Hamphshire Space Grant Consortium
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NEW JERSEY
NEW JERSEY SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
AIMS Stevens Institute of Technology
(Lead Institution)
Prof. Siva Thangam
Director, New Jersey Space Grant Consortium
Department of Mechanical Engineering

























Dept. of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Olden Street








Dept. of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
College of Engineering Building - Room B242








College of Arts & Sciences
400 South Orange Avenue
Fahy Hall
South Orange, NJ 07079
Phone: (201) 761-9022
Fax: (201)761-9596
University of Medicine & Dentistry ofNJ
Prof. Peter Stein
Program Council Member
School of Osteopathic Medicine - E & R Building
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NEW MEXICO
NEW MEXICO SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
New Mexico State University
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Stephen Horan
Director. New Mexico Space Grant Consortium





Dr. Douglas R. Brown
Executive Assistant
US Army Research Lab
AMSRL-BE







Box 30001. Department SG
















Department of the Army
Battlefield Environment Directorate
AMSRL-CP-TA
White Sands Missile Range. NM 88002-5501
Phone: (505) 678-3608
Fax: (505)678-2432
Dona Ana Branch Community College
Mr. John Walker
Project Director
Coordinator. Computer Technology Program





International Space Hall of Fame
Kenneth Hitchcock
Department of Education
P. O. Box 533
Top of NM Hwy 2001
Alamogordo. NM 88311-0533
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NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Highlands University
Dr. Bill Taylor
Project Director
School of Mathematical Sciences and Engineering




Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute
Mr. Dennis Vargo
SIPI Coordinator
Department of General Studies


















1801 Mountain Road NW
Albuquerque. NM 87104
Phone: (505) 841-8837 Extension: 57
Fax: (505)841-8866
Email: mjudd@darwin.nmmnh-abqmus.uf








University of New Mexico
Ms. Maureen Alaburda
Coordinator
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NEW YORK
NEW YORK SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Cornell University (Lead Institution)
Dr. Peter Gierasch
Director, New York Space Grant Consortium
Department of Astronomy














City College of New York
Dr. Sheldon Weinbaum
Affiliate Director
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Steinman Hall, Rm. 237
Convent Avenue at 138th Street
















538 West 120th Street
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NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH CAROLINA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
North Carolina State University
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Fred DeJarnette
Director, North Carolina Space Grant Consortium
Dept. of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Box7515








Department of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering
Box7515







Member, Consortium Executive Board







North Carolina A&T State University
Dr. Lonnie Sharpe, Jr.
Member, Consortium Executive Board
College of Engineering
651 McNairHall





North Carolina Central University
Dr. Kinney Kim






University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Dr. Yogendra Kakad
Member, Consortium Executive Board








Member, Consortium Executive Board
Department of Computer Science






University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Dr. Gerald Cecil
Member, Consortium Executive Board
Department of Physics and Astronomy
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NORTH DAKOTA/OHIO
NORTH DAKOTA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of North Dakota
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Charles A. Wood
Director, North Dakota Space Grant Consortium
CMIS Contact
Department of Space Studies
Box9008
University Avenue & Campus Drive




United Tribes Technical College
David Gipp
Affiliate Director
Office of the President
3315 University Drive
Bismark,ND 58504
Phone: (701) 255-3285 Ext: 208
Fax: (701)255-1844




Director, Ohio Space Grant Consortium

































Wright Patterson A.F.B., OH 45433-7765






1960 East 24th Street



















Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering
























Department of Engineering & Computer Science
Wilberforce. OH 45384





405 Russ Engineering Center
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OKLAHOMA/OREGON
OKLAHOMA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Oklahoma (Lead Institution)
Dr. Victoria Duca








































Dr. Allen E. Kelly
Associate Dean





OREGON SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Oregon State University (Lead Institution) Hatfield Marine Science Center
Dr. Andrew Klein
Director. Oregon Space Grant Consortium
Department of Nuclear Engineering







Department of Nuclear Engineering


































Director. Pennsylvania Space Grant Consortium
101 S. Frear












Penn State Ogontz Campus
Ms. Cheryl Kaplan .... ..,.,. .„.
Math Options Director





Pennsylvania Department of Education
Dr. G. Kip Bellinger
Division of Arts & Sciences
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17126



















Lincoln University. PA 19352
Phone: (610) 932-8300 Ext: 1222
Fax: (610)932-6884
Temple University
Dr. John J. Helferty
















Educational Center for Earth Observation Systems
Recitation Hall. Room 304




PUERTO RICO SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Juan G. Gonzalez Lagoa
Director. Puerto Rico Space Grant Consortium
Department of Marine Sciences
Resource Center for Science and Engineering








Resource Center for Science and Engineering





University of Puerto Rico at Rio Piedras
Dr. Manuel E. Gomez
Co-Director
Physics/Resource Center
P.O. Box 2334 University Station






P.O. Box 23334 University Station
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RHODE ISLAND/SOUTH CAROLINA
RHODE ISLAND SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Brown University (Lead Institution)
Dr. Peter H. Schultz
Director. Rhode Island Space Grant Consortium






Ms. Jayne C. Aubele
Program Manager
CMIS Contact





















Department of Elementary Education
600 Mount Pleasant Ave.
Providence. Rl 02912-1846
Phone:(401)456-8567
SOUTH CAROLINA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Charleston (Lead Institution)
Dr. Mitchell Colgan

























Dr. John M. Kennedy
Campus Director
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SOUTH DAKOTA
South Carolina State University
Dr. Undo L. Payne
Campus Director
Department of Natural Sciences





University of South Carolina
Dr. Michael Button
Campus Director





University of the Virgin Islands
Dr. David Smith
Division of Science and Mathematics
St. Thomas. VI00802
Phone: (809) 776-9200 Extension 1219
Fax: (809)776-2399
SOUTH DAKOTA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology (Lead Institution)
Dr. Paul L. Smith
Director. South Dakota Space Grant Consortium
501 E. St. Joseph Street




Ms. Linda B. Allen
Outreach Coordinator
SDSGC/IAS
501 E. St. Joseph Street




Ms. Carol L. Hirsch
CMIS Contact
501 E. St. Joseph Street







Department of Science & Applications






Department of Science & Applications





Mr. John T. Dozzi
Industry Affiliate
3600 Jet Drive
Rapid City, SD 57701
Phone: (605) 343-0280
Fax: (605)343-0305













205 E. 6th Street
Sioux Falls. SD 57102
Phone: (605) 336-2750
Fax: (605)331-0333
South Dakota State University
Dr. Dennis Helder
Associate Director






TENNESSEE SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Vanderbilt University (Lead Institution)
Dr. Alvin M. Strauss
Director. Tennessee Space Grant Consortium






Dr. George E. Cook
Affiliate Representative
Dept. of ECE





Ms. Ellie K. Weiss-Rosenbloom
Program Coordinator
CMIS Contact
Department of Mechanical Engineering





Austin Peay State University
Dr. John Blake
Affiliate Representative
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TENNESSEE






















Department of Science & Engineering
P.O. Box 117




















Tennessee Higher Education Commission
Dr. Albert Berry
Affiliate Representative
Parkway Towers. Suite 1900





Dr. Michael R. Busby
Representative
Info. Systems Engineering & Management






University of Tennessee Space Institute
Dr. Alfonso Pujol
Representative






University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Prof. Lawrence A. Taylor
Representative
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TEXAS
TEXAS SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Texas at Austin
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Byron Tapley
Director, Texas Space Grant Consortium













Associate Director for Public Service Programs








2901 N. IH-35, Suite 200
Austin, TX 78722-2348



















Texas Space Grant Consortium
























































KRUG Life Sciences Inc.
Dr. James Vanderploeg
TSGC Institutional Representative






Dr. Paul R. Corder
TSGC Institutional Representative
P.O. Box 10028









P.O. Box 748, Mail Zone 4207
Lockheed Boulevard



















Loral Vought Systems Corp.
Mr. Ray French
TSGC Institutional Representative
P.O. Box 65003, Mail Stop SP-75






Dr. Tom D. Rogers
TSGC Institutional Representative
7610 Eastmark Drive. Suite 105
College Station. TX 77840
Phone:(409)693-0017
Fax: (409)764-7479
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TEXAS











TSGC Institutional Representative, Board Member
Department of Space Physics & Astronomy
61 DOS. Main Street
Space Science Building
Houston, TX 77251-1892
Phone: (713) 527-8750 Ext: 3409
Fax: (713)285-5143
Email: rhaymes@spacvax.rice.edu











Mr. John C. Propeck
TSGC Institutional Representative
16665 Space Center Blvd.
Houston, TX 77058
Phone: (713) 488-9080 Ext: 3260
Prairie View A & M University
Dr. R. Radha
TSGC Institutional Representative
Department of Civil Engineering
P.O. Box 397






Mr. Ron D. Prosser
TSGC Institutional Representative





SSI Technology Holdings, Inc.
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TEXAS
Southwest Research Institute
Dr. James Sharber. Sr.
Institutional Representative
Department of Space Science
6220 Culebra Road




Space Industries International, Inc.
Dr. Mike Lembeck
101 Courageous Drive




Sul Ross State University
Dr. James L. Whitford-Stark
TSGC Institutional Representative
Department of Geology C139





Systems and Processes Engineering
Corporation
Ms. Gary R. Schmidt
TSGC Institutional Representative








Department of Mechanical Engineering
MS 3123




Associate Director for Education Programs
Department of Mechanical Engineering
MS 3123




Dr. Walter E. Haisler
TSGC Institutional Representative
Department of Aerospace Engineering
HR Bright Building, Room 701, MS 3141
College Station, TX 77843-3141




Secretary to the Board
Office of Associate Provost
203 Administration Bldg., MSI 125





Chairman of the Board
Associate Provost
Department of Undergraduate Programs and
Academic Services
203 Administration Bldg.. MSI 125
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TEXAS
Texas A&M University - Kingsville
Dr. Robert McLauchlan
TSGC Institutional Representative
Department of ME & IE
Kleberg Engineering Bldg., Room EN 130





Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board
Dr. Roger W. Elliot
TSGC Institutional Representative
Division of Research. Planning, and Finance
P.O. Box 12788






Dr. David Carr, D.D.S.


















TCU Station, Box 32915
Sid Richardson Bldg., Room 308





TSGC Institutional Representative, Education Chair







Texas Department of Commerce
Mr. Mike Klonsinski
TSGC Institutional Representative





Texas General Land Office
Dr. John Hamilton
Institutional Representative
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TEXAS
Universities Space Research Association University of Houston, Downtown
Dr. David Black
TS6C Institutional Representative














Dr. David R. Criswell
Board of Directors








Institute for Space Systems Operations
Texas Space Grant Consortium





Dr. Larry C. Witte
TSGC Institutional Representative








Office of the Dean





University of Texas - Pan American
Dr. Ed LeMaster
TSGC Institutional Representative




University of Texas Health Science
Center, Houston
Dr. Bruce D. Butler
TSGC Institutional Representative
6431 Fannin
Anesthesiology, Room 5020. MSMB
Houston, TX 77030
Phone: (713) 792-5566 Extension: 1071
Fax: (713)794-4157




Office of the Dean
7703 Floyd Curt Drive
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TEXAS





Sealy & Smith Laboratory for Medical Ultrasonics









Associate Dean for Research












University of Texas at Dallas
Dr. John Hoffman
TSGC Institutional Representative





University of Texas at El Paso
Dr. Sergio Cabrera
TSGC Institutional Representative
Department of Electrical Engineering
301 Engineering Bldg.















Mr. Garth B. DePutron
TSGC Institutional Representative
500 North Capital of Texas Highway




West Texas A&M University
Ms. Treasure Brasher
TSGC Institutional Representative
Department of Mathematics/Physical Sciences/
Engineering Technology
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UTAH
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Utah State University (Lead Institution)
Dr. Doran J. Baker
Co-Director. Utah Space Grant Consortium






Dr. Kay D. Baker
Director
Department of Electrical Engineering
USU/EL 240





Fiscal Agent, Utah Space Grant Consortium
1695 North Research Parkway
Logan, UT 84321
Dr. Frank J. Redd
Co-Director, Utah Space Grant Consortium































Dr. Gene A. Ware
Deputy Director







Mr. Von Del Chamberlain
Director
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1590
Phone: (801) 531-4924 Ext: 227
Fax: (801)531-4948
Email: von.chamberiain@m.cc.utah.edu










Box 1625, MS 3765










Life Science, Room 184





Mr. Allan J. McDonald
Director
P.O. Box 707, MS 250























50 North Medical Drive
3C444MC















Center for Science Education








803 N. 300 W.
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VERMONT
VERMONT SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Vermont (Lead Institution) Norwich University
Dr. William Lakin
Director, Vermont Space Grant Consortium






Dr. Tony S. Keller
Co-Director, Vermont Space Grant Consortium






Ms. Laurel C. Zeno
Grant Administrator
CMIS Contact
Department of Mathematics & Statistics














National Institute of Chiropractic Research






















Dr. Kenneth I. Gross
Advisory Council Member
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VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
Virginia Space Grant Consortium
Headquarters (Lead Institution)
Ms. Mary Sandy
Director, Virginia Space Grant Consortium
2713-D Mag ruder Boulevard








Old Dominion University Peninsula Center






Development and Program Specialist






Blue Ridge Community College
Dr. James Perkins
P.O. Box 80




Center for Innovative Technology
Mr. John Jerke
Advisory Council Member
CIT Tower. Suite 600
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VIRGINIA


































John Tyler Community College
Dr. Marshall Smith


















Mountain Empire Community College
Dr. Robert Sandel
Drawer 700
Big Stone Gap, VA 24219
Phone: (703) 523-2400 Ext: 200
Fax: (703)523-4130
NASA Langley Research Center
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VIRGINIA











Northern Virginia Community College
Dr. Richard Ernst





Piedmont Virginia Community College
Dr. Deborah DiCroce

































Science Museum of Virginia
Dr. Elizabeth Blatt
Advisory Council Member







Office of Public Programs
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VIRGINIA















Dept. of Mechanical. Aerospace & Nuclear Engr.











State Council of Higher Education for VA VA Center for Public-Private Initiatives
Dr. J. Michael Mullen
Advisory Council Member
James Monroe Building





Dr. Dana D. Hamel
Advisory Council Member






Thomas Nelson Community College









Phone: (804) 484-2121 Ext: 200
Fax: (804) 686-5003
Virginia Air and Space Center
Ms. Kim Maher





600 Settlers Landing Road
Hampton, VA 23669-4033
Phone: (804) 727-0900 Ext: 714
Fax: (804)727-0898
Ms. Jeannette B. Petrolia
Advisory Council Member
600 Settlers Landing Road
Hampton. VA 23669-4033
Phone: (804) 727-0900 Ext: 732
Fax: (804)727-0898
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VIRGINIA
Virginia Chamber of Commerce
Mr. Hugh Keogh
Advisory Council Member























Virginia Department of Education






Virginia Highlands Community College















Technology for All Americans













Email: hyerm@vtvm 1 .cc.vt.edu
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WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Washington (Lead Institution)
Dr. George K. Parks
Director, Washington Space Grant Consortium







Associate Director for Science Education






Dr. George "Pinky" Nelson
Associate Director







Assistant to the Director
CMIS Contact






Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction
David Kennedy











Seattle Central Community College
Dr. Herb Bryce
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WEST VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
West Virginia University (Lead Institution) Shepherd College
Dr. Majid Jaraiedi
Director. West Virginia Space Grant Consortium






Ms. Toni R. Jones
Program Coordinator
CMIS Contact
c/o WV Space Grant Consortium






















Dr. Susan DeMesquita •
Board Member
Department of Physiology







Department of Mathematics & Engineering
Shepherdstown, WV 25443 :
Phone: (304) 876-5368
Fax: (304)876-3101
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WISCONSIN
WISCONSIN SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
(Lead Institution)
Dr. Gary T. Moore
Director, Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium
333 Architecture & Urban Planning Bldg.





Ms. Sharon D. Brandt
Program Coordinator
CMIS Contact
333 Architecture & Urban Planning Bldg. -







School of Architecture and Urban Planning











Dr. Kenneth H. Nealson
Chair, Faculty Advisory Com. & Institutional Rep.





Ms. M. Kathy Schaack
Program Assistant
333 School of Architecture & Urban Planning Bldg.





Wisconsin Space Grant Office
333 Architecture & Urban Planning Bldg.





Astronautics Corporation of America
Mr. Lewis M. Lawton, Jr.
Advisory Council Member & Institutional Rep.
4115 N. Teutonic Avenue
Milwaukee, Wl 53201-0523
Phone: (414) 447-8200 Ext: 370
Fax: (414)447-8231
Carroll College
Dr. David A. Block
Institutional Representative















Dr. Donald R. Matthys
Advisory Council Member
Department of Physics
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WISCONSIN
Medical College of Wisconsin
Dr. Danny A. Riley
Institutional Representative
Department of Anatomy & Cellular Biology





University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
Dr. Steven Dutch
Institutional Representative
Department of Natural & Applied Sciences
2240 Nicolet Drive





































University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Dr. John W. Norbury
Institutional Representative
Department of Physics





Mr. Thomas H. Achtor
Institutional Representative














Dr. William T. Smith
Associate Director
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WISCONSIN
University of Wisconsin-Parkside








Wisconsin Space Business Roundtable








Dr. Dieudonne D. Phanord
Institutional Representative






Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction
Mr. Al Hovey, Jr.
Institutional Representative
Bureau of School Improvement






Wisconsin Department of Transportation
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WYOMING
WYOMING SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
University of Wyoming (Lead Institution)
Dr. Paul E. Johnson
Director. Wyoming Space Grant Consortium
Department of Physics and Astronomy
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Goddard Space Flight Center
Dr. Gerald Soften
NASA University Affairs Officer
Goddard Space Flight Center
Mail Code 160

































NASA University Affairs Officer
Kennedy Space Center
Attn: HM-CIU





Mr. Roger A. Hathaway
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Lewis Research Center
Dr. Francis Montegani








Marshall Space Flight Center
Dr. Frank Six
NASA University Affairs Officer
Marshall Space Flight Center
Mail Code DS01






Marshall Space Flight Center
Mail Code DS01






NASA University Affairs Officer
Science and Technology Branch
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NASA HEADQUARTERS CONTACTS
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NASA CENTER EDUCATION PROGRAM OFFICERS
GRADES K-12
Ames Research Center Langley Research Center
Mr. Garth A. Hull
Chief. Educational Programs Branch
Mail Stop 204-12
Moffett Field. CA 94035-1000
Phone:(415)604-5543
Ms. Marchelle Canright











Manager. Educational Affairs Office
Mail Stop 183-900
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena. CA 91109-8099
Johnson Space Center
Dr. Robert W. Fitzmaurice
Center Education Program Officer
Education & Information Services Branch-AP 2





Chief, Education and Services Branch
Mail Code PA-ESB
Kennedy Space Center. FL 32899-0001
Phone: (407) 867-4444
Lewis Research Center
Ms. Jo Ann Charleston





Marshall Space Flight Center
Mr. Jim Pruit








Stennis Space Center. MS 39529-6000
Phone:(601)688-1107
a-'
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NASA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIA
HOME PAGE ADDRESSES
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Acheson.D.K NE 48
Achtor, Thomas H Wl 85
Acton. LorenW MT 48
Adalis, Dorothy IN 24
Adams, David KY 30
Adams, Perrie .....TX.. 73
Adams. Steven P DE 16
Addison. Stephen R AR 8
Agarwal.Ramesh KS 28
Akl.Fred LA .....34
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Alberts, Jeffrey R IN 24
Alexander. Merle TX 67
Allen, Connie TX 70
Allen. Judy ME 36
Allen, Linda B SD 64
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Anderson, Chris Ml : 42
Anderson, Loren FL 18
Anderson, Phil ID 22
Anderson, Timothy .NE 49
Anderson, Walter ME 37
Anderson, Wayne NY 56
Anikis.Anne MD ;. 38
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Baker, Kay D UT...
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Butler. P. Barry IA,
Byrd. William J IA.
.27
.25
Curry, Deborah A IA, .26
Cabrera, Sergio TX...
Cameron, John Ml..
Campbell, Colin E AZ..
Campbell, Janet W ME .
Campbell, Murray ME .
Campins, Humberto FL...
Canright, Marchelle VA .
Carr. David TX...











Charles, Dawn TN ..
Charleston, JoAnn OH.
















Cook. George E TN ...
Cook. Richard KY ...
Coombs, Cassandra SC..





Cothron. Julia VA .,




Criswell, David R TX....

























































Dabipi. Ibibia LA 33
Dalton, Robert ME 36
Damon,Tom CO 12
Danly, Laura MD 39
Darby, AlvinJ DC 16
Dasch, Julius DC 90
Davis, Maxine IA 26
DeCosmo, Janice WA 82
DeJamette.Fred NC 57
DeMayo.Ben GA 20
DeMesquita, Susan WV 83
Dempsey. Stephanie AZ 6
Dennard, Michael TX 69
DePutron, Garth B TX 73
Devine.Mike FL 18
Devon, Richard PA 61
DeWitt, Kenneth OH 58
Dickson, Laura NE 49
DiCroce, Deborah VA 79
Dingerson. Michael MS 44
Dionne, Michele ME 38
DiPalmaJohn AZ 6
Dixon, Robert KS 28
Dixon,Thomas ME 37
Docal, Anthony GA 19
Donovan, Francis M AL 3
Downing, David R KS 27
Downs.Charles VA 81
DozzUohnT SD 64
Duca. Victoria OK 60
Dugger, William VA 81
Dunbar.Trish CO 10




Eastler, Thomas ME 38
Eastwood, Kathleen De Gioia AZ 6
Ebner.Stan TX 72
EI-Genk, Mohamad NM 55
Elitzur, Moshe KY 32
Elliott, George MD 39
Elliot, RogerW TX 71
Ellis.Cedric MS 45
Emery. Guy ME 36
Emmons, Randall CO 11
Erickson, Cynthia B ME 36
Erickson.Ken MN 43
Erickson, Lance FL 17
Ernst, Richard VA 79
Etheridge.Dale NV 51
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Exline. Joseph D VA 81
Faber.Jack CO 10
Falconer, Etta GA 19
Fair, Lynne A NE 50
Felton. Richard AZ 5
Ferland.Gary KY 32
Fiege.John VA 78
Fincke. Susan VA 81
Fischer, John K Ml 42
Fisher, Kathleen CA 9
Fisher, Kim K AK 3




Fletcher, Bettye Ward MS 45
Fletcher. Jack KY 29
Flower, Terry MN 43
Fogelman, David LA 35
Folkins.John IA 27
Forest, Edward TX 69
FortBurke TX 67
Fosha, Charles E CO 12
Foster, E. Terence NE 49
Foster, James AL 2
Foster, Raymond Ml 42
Foster, Ronda TX 71
Fountain, Sheryl FL 18
Fowler, Wallace TX 67
Fox, Robert HI 20
French, George D.,Jr Wl 86
French, Ray TX 68
Friend. David MT 48
Friga, Jerome VA 79
Fuchs, Carmen J IA 26
Fuhr.Arian VT 76
Fulda, Michael WV 83
Furlan. Richard AR 8
Gambrell.C.B GA 19
Gardner, John A NV 50
Garrard, William L MN 43
Garrett.Tylene KY 31
Gasiorowski, Jeanne Wl 83
Gatsonis, Nokolaos MA 41
Gedney, Stephen KY 32
Gentile, James Ml 41
Geren.Collis AR 8
Gierasch, Peter NY 56
Giese.Ron VA 77
Gilbert, Gordon CO 12
Gill, Rick ID 21





Gomez, Manuel E PR 62
Gonthier, Peter Ml ..41
Goodell, Edward LA 34
Green. Richard F AZ 5
Greene. Roger ME 37
Greenlee. Thomas MN 43
Greenstreet. Robert Wl 84
Gregory. John AL 1
Gross. Kenneth I VT 76
H
Haars.Neil AL 2
Hackney, Karen KY 29
Hackney, Richard KY 28
Hagen, David VA 79
Haisler, Walter E TX 70
Halaris. Helen MA 40
Hall, Christopher OH 58
Hall.Cyndi SC 63
Hall, Lyle ME 37
Halliwell.Dina TX 72
Halpern, Joshua DC 16
Hamel, Dana D VA 80
Hamilton, Franklin FL 17
Hamilton, John TX 71
Hamilton, Robert AR 8
HammJack AR 7
Hannah, David, Jr TX 69
Hansen, Elaine R CO 10
Harmon, Charles NC 57
Harper, Douglas KY 29
Harris, June IA 25
HartinJohnP AL 2
Harwell, Christine FL 18
Haskins,Penny FL 17
Hastings, Michael ME 37
Hatch, Aaron CA 88
Hathaway, Roger A VA 78,88
Hawke, B.Ray HI 20
Hawkins, Edwin C CO 12
Hawkins, Joseph G AK 3
Haymes, Robert TX 69
Haynes,Terry NE 49
Helder, Dennis SD 65
Helfand. David NY 56
Helferty.JohnJ PA 61
Heller. Clayton KY 32
Helmy, Ehsan M DE 14
HendrixJohnE CO 11
Henry, Jeanne KY 31
Henry, Richard C MD 38
Hesse, Walter TX 68
Heuermann, Richard MO 46
Higdem, Roger ID 21
Hirsch. Carol L SD 64
Hirsch, Jerry NJ 53
Hiscock, William A MT 48
Hitchcock, Kenneth NM 54
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Hix, Carol ......................................... CA ................ 88
Hodgkin. Brian ................................ ME ................ 38
Hoffman. John ................................ TX .................. 73
Hollabaugh.Mark .......................... MN ................ 44
Holladay, Kenneth ......................... LA ................. 35
Holloway, Lawrence ...................... KY ................. 32
Hoose.Kart ...................................... ME ................ 36
Horan. Stephen .............................. NM ................ 54
Home. Jack ..................................... WA ............... 82
Hovey.AUr .................................... Wl ................. 86
Howard. Michael ........................... KY ................. 30
Howell, Laurie ................................. MT ................. 48
Howell. Steven B ............................. AZ ................... 6
Howick.Tom ................................... ME ................ 38
Hsieh.Shieh ..................................... LA ................. 35
Huennekens, John ......................... DE ................. 15
Hughes.Scott ................................. ID.... .............. 22
Hull. Garth ....................................... CA ................ 91
Hunter, Kenneth ............................. NV ................ 51
Huq.Mazharal ................................ DE ................. 15
Hyer. Michael W ............................. VA ................ 81
Hynes.Pat ....................................... NM ................ 54
Hyten.Sherwyn ............................... AL ................... 3
lla.Daryush ..................................... AL ................... 1
Impey, Christopher D ..................... AZ ................... 4
Ingram, Steven K ............................ VT .................. 76
Intemann, Gerald W ...................... IA .................. 27
Irvin, Larry ........................................ ID ................. .21
Iverson, Martha .............................. CO ................ 11
Jackson, Maria OK 60
Jain. Chet OH 58
Jaraiedi,Majid WV 83
Jeffers, Diane IL 23
Jeppesen. M. K UT 74
Jerke.John VA 77
Johnson, Gary SD 65
Johnson, Lyle .....AZ 4
Johnson, Odell NM 54
Johnson, Paul E WY..... 87
Johnson, Roberta Ml 41
Johnson, Sandra TX 67
Johnson, Vivian MN 43
Johnston, Alfred TX 73
Jones. Arthur MS 45
Jones, Burton CA 10
Jones, Elva NC 57
Jones, Jeanette AL 1
Jones, Jeanette KY 31
Jones, ToniR WV. 83
Joyce.Armond MS 89
Joyce, James NE 50
Judd, Michael NM 55






Karr, Gerald R AL 1
Keffer.Lynne DC 90
Keeley.Page. ME 37
Keen, Robin OR 60
Keller, Tony S VT 76
Kelly, Allen E OK 60
Kenig. Jerry CT 14
Kennedy. David WA 82
Kennedy, John M SC 63
Keogh.Hugh VA 81
Keulks. George W Wl 84




Kindschi, P. Douglas Ml 41
KinekeJack KY 29
King, Charles VA 80
King.Creston LA 34
King, Whitney ME 36
Kintner, Eric C .MA 40
Kirchherr, Robert ME 36
Klein, Andrew OR 60
Klemas, Victor V DE 15
Klonsinski.Mike TX 71
Knapp, Charles KY 32




Kolb, Vera M Wl 86
Kollasch, Matthew IA ..26
Koonce, Kenneth L LA 34
Kriss. Victor ID 22
Krumm, Nathan TX 68
Kullgren, Thomas E Ml 42




Lagoa, Juan G.Gonzalez PR 62
LaGraffJohn NY 56
Laird, Christopher KY 29
Lakhotia.Arun LA 35
Lakin. William VT 76
Lande, Kenneth DE 15
Lane, Paul MN 44
Lang, James IL 23
Langhorst, Glenn MN 44
Larsen, Bruce ME 37
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Lawton. Lewis M.Jr Wl 84
Lee, Richard H..Jr ME 36
Leetch. Mike IA 27
LeMaster.Ed TX ..72
Lembeck. Michael TX 26.70
Leming, Charles AR 7
Leone. Donald CT 13
Lessard, Ronald VT 76
Lester, Army GA 19
Lester, James P CO 11
Levy. Eugene H AZ 4
Levy. Roland NJ 53
Lewis, Alan ME 38
Linger, Wade WV 83
Uttlepage. Marion NV 51
Lockett. Philip KY 29
Logsdon. John DC 16
Long, Jim MS 45
Long, Paul LA 32
LookadooJim KS 28
Loretan.Phii GA 19
Lorence. Robert WA 82
Lovell. Edward Wl 85
Loyalka.Sudarhan MO 47
Lucas.William AL 1
Luedtke, Jacqueline NE 49
Lunine, Jonathan AZ 4
Lutte. Becky NE 49
Lutz, Barry AZ 6
Lysiak. Richard TX 71
M
Maakestad.John ID 22
MacDonald. Scott NV 51
MacQueen. Robert TN 66
Magee. Michael WY 87
Maher.Kim VA 80
Mahmood.Khalid ME 35




Manos, Dennis VA 77
Manyan, David ME 38
Marks.Darrell ID 22
Marschall, Laurence DE 15
Marsh, Deborah OK 60
Martin.Carol MS 45
Marvin. Charles AL. 2
Matray.Karin. NM 54
Matthys, Donald R Wl 84
McBeath. Georgia OH 59
McCluskey. George ...DE 15
McDonald, Allan J UT 75
McDonald. Curtis TX 71
McElroy.John TX 73
McEntee-Allred, Terry CA.. 9
McGill. George MA 40
McGovem. James F AL 2
McGruder, Charles KY 29
Mclntyre. Nancy PA 62
McKee. Christopher CA 9
McLauchlan, Robert TX 71
McManus.Sam AL 1
McMillan, Stephen DE 14
McNamara.Jan Wl 83
McNeil, Sue PA 61
McPherson, Michael KY 31
McShannon.Judy NM 54
Meakin, John D DE 15




Miles, John MO 47
Miles, Steven AZ 5
Miller, James KY 31
Miller, Lunelle MS 46
Miller.Robert KY 30
Miller. Sanford TX 72
Milton, Frederick T FL 17
Mirdamadi.Resa WV 83
Mitchell, David L NV 51
Montegani, Francis OH 89
Moon, Donald OH 59
Moon.Thomas MT 48
Moore.Chris MN 43
Moore. DeWitt.Jr VA 81
Moore. Gary T Wl 84
Moore. Meredith CA 88
Moore. R.Gilbert CO 12
Morgan,Steve TN 66
Moriarty, C. Michael AL 1
Morris.Cheryl MD 39
Most. Ivan ME 38
Mouginis-Mark, Peter J HI 20
Mueller, Thomas J IN 25
Mukherjee, Jaydeep FL 17
Mullan.DermottJ DE 14
Mullen, Michael VA 80
Muller, Dietrich IL 24
Murcray, David UT 75
Murphy.Robin CO 11




Nealson, Kenneth H Wl 84
Nelson,Curt ID 22
Nelson, George "Pinky' WA 82
Nelson, Patricia PA 61
Ness, Norman F DE 14
Newkome, George FL 18
Ning.Taikang CT 13
NoblitU.P AL 1
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Noel.Gerald .....OH 58
Norbury.JohnW ....Wl 85
Northrop. Gaylord M AR 7
Norton.Tom CO 11
Nurrddin. Ahmad DC 90
Puff.Robert TX 68
Pugh. Robert VA 81
Pujol, Alfonso TN .....66
Pulsifer. Randall ME .37
Pye.John HI 20
Odell.Michael DC 90
Odom,Thomas '. LA 33
Ojakangas.Greg MN 44
Oliver. Arnold VA 81
Olson. Bill AL 2
Osell, Frederic ....HI 20
Osterbauer, Paul VT 76
Ozguner. Fusun OH 59
Paccione. Molly IL 24
Palladino. Joseph CT 13
Pan. Wei-Ping KY 29
Pantalos. George UT 74
Parker, William MS 45
Parks. George K :....WA 82
Pasley, James AR 8
PattonJohn UT 74
Patwardhan.Abhijit KY 32
Payne, Lindia L SC 64
Peake, Jeffrey NE 49
Peralta.Steve NM 55
Perez, Joe D AL 1
Perkins. Carlton GA 19
Perkins. James VA 77
Peterson, Charles MO 47
Peterson, Lisa WA 82
Peterson, Norman IL 23
Peterson. Richard MN 43
Petrolic. Jeannette B VA 80
Phanord.DieudonneD Wl 86
Philley.John... KY ....30
Pierce, Anne L !....VA. 77
Pierce, John ME 37
Pierson, Edward S .....IN 25
Pierson-Jeter. Wanda GA... 19
Pinsky, Charles LA 33
Pippins, Shirley VA 80
Pisacane. Vincent L MD 39
Prtucco, Anthony P AZ 6
Plunkett, Peter TX 67
Pollard, Shirley TX 67
Powe, David E MS 91
Powe. Ralph E MS 45
Powell. Dave AZ 5
Powell.Paul ME 36
Price, Harold AZ 5
Prior, Edwin , VA 88
Propeck.JohnC TX 69
Prosser, RonD TX 69
Pruit.Jim AL 91




Ramsey, Carlyle VA 77
Raybom.Grayson MS :..46
Raymond-Savage. Anne VA 79
Reasoner. Jackie AL 1
Redd, Frank J ....UT 74
Reed, Helen AZ ...5
Renthal, Robert TX 73
Revzin. Arnold Ml 42
Richter, William J IA 26
Riechenbach. Stephen A NE 50
Rigsbee, J.Michael AL 3
Riley.DannyA Wl 85
Riley.John KY 29
Rizai. Matthew M IA 25
Roach. Linda LA 34
Robertson. Jack AL 3
Robinson, Dianne VA .....78
Robinson, Kathleen IA 25
Rochon,Gilbert LA 32
Rock. Bill FL 18
Rodier, Daniel CO 10
Rodriguez, Charlie IL..... 24
Rogers. Tom D TX 68
Rosa.AL UT 75
Roth.Volker .....AL 2
Rowland, Sherry L DE 14
Rundquist. Donald NE 50
Runkle. Marty T AL 2
Russel.Geraldine PA 61
Russell. Christopher CA 9
Russell, Joseph MS :.45
Sadeh. Willy Z CO 11
Sader.Steve ME 38
Samson, Peggy TX 70
Sandel.Robert VA 78
Sands, Paul TN 66
Sandy. Mary VA 77
Sapp. A. Eugene AL 2
Sasser.Usa MA 40
Schaack.M. Kathy Wl 84
Schaaf.Michaela NE ..49
Schafer. Diane K IN 24
Schalles.JohnF NE 50
Schatz. Dennis WA 82
Schmidt. Gary R TX 70
Schneider. Dave KY 31
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Schultz. Peter H Rl ..63
Schulz, William KY 30
Schwartz. Richard MO 47
Scott. John VA 80
Scott, Roger KY 29
Selberg, Bruce MO 47
Sendlein.Lyle KY 32
Severance, Frank Ml 42
Sewall.DavidT ME 37
Seybold.Calina TX 67
Shair, Fredrick CA 88,91
Shapiro. Irwin MA 40
Sharber, James. Sr TX ....70
Sharp. Joseph UT 75
Sharpe,Lonnie,Jr NC 57
Shaver, Jerry TX 68
Shehata, Terry .....ME 35
Sheldon, John W. ....FL 18
Sheline, Mary Ann Ml 41
Sheppard.Sallie TX 70
Shlpsman, Isaac KY 32
Siahpush.Ali ID ...22,74
Sibley, William AL '. 3
Sickorez, Donn TX.; -. 88
Sion, Edward M DE :...: 16
Six, Frank AL'. 89
Smith, Cheryl IA 27
Smith, David MD 39
Smith.David SC 64
Smith, Donny Ml 42
Smith, James TX 71
Smith, Marshall VA 78,81
Smith, Paul L SD 64
Smith.Suzanne KY 32
Smith, William T Wl 85
Snow. Joel A IA 26
Snyder. H. David DC.... 16
Snyder. William VA 81
Soffen, Gerald MD 88
Sojka.JanJ ..UT .....74
Solari, Susan CO........ 10
Solomon, Wayne C IL 23
SomervilUohn IA 27
Soong, Yin DE 15
Starkey, Donald NM 54
Starring. Ellsworth Rl 63
Staton.Pam ID 22
Steffen, Joseph KY ..„ 33
Stein.Peter NJ 53
Stencel.John KY 32
Stengel, Robert NJ 53
Sterling, Arthur M LA 33
Stevenson, Wayne TN 66
Stewart.Susan DC 90
Stone.Lisa MS 44
Stopp, Harry FL 18
Strauss, Alvin M TN 65
Stringer, Gene .OR... .60
Suarez, Mabel PR 62
SubbaRao.Saligrama PA..
Suchanek, Thomas H CA.
Sukanek, Peter MS..
Sullivan, John P IN...



















Taylor, G. Jeffrey HI...





Temple, Austin L,Jr LA ..
Thaeler.John UT...
Thangam.Siva NJ..
Thomas, Tomas J Wl..
Thompkins, Gerald Ml...
Thompson, Ertle VA .
Thompson, Sylvia OH.
Thormodsgard.June SD..
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Vargo, Dennis NM.
Venable, Demetrius VA.
Violett, Theodore D CO.
Vondrak, Richard AK..
.55
. 78 Yarbrough. Karen.
. 13 Young, Laurence .
...4 .
W
Wagner. William KY 31
Walch, Robert CO 13
Walker. John :...NM 54
Wallace. Thelma OK 60
Walsh. Tom FL 17
Waltz. Fred SD 64
Ward, Elizabeth B VA 88
Ware. Gene A UT 74
Work. Candace IL 23
Washington, Maisha DC 17
Weber, Lavern OR 51
Weber, Neil KY 31
Webers, Gerald MN 44
Webster. Scott AZ 6
Wefel.John LA 33
Weinbaum, Sheldon NY 56
Weiner. Brad PR 62
Weiss-Rosenbloom. Ellie K TN 65
Weistrop. Donna E NV 52
Wells, Robert L AL 3
Wells. William R NV 52
Wersinger, Jean-Marie AL 89
Westenskow, Dwayne UT 75
Westpfahl, Dave NM 55
Wheelan; Belle VA 77
Wheeler, Thomas LA 34
Whitaker. Kevin AL 3
Whitford-Stark, J.L TX 70
Whitten. April NE 49
Whitworth, Larry VA 80
Willenberg. Harvey AL 1
Willett, Gary LA 34
Williams. Richard CA 9
Williams-Norton. Mary Wl 85
Willis. Max OH 59
Willmott. Cort DE 15
Wilshusen, Fred CO 10
Wilson. EdmondW.,Jr AR 7
Wilson. Jim TX 67
Wilson, Meg TX 69
Winch. John B AL 2
Wingett, Max VA 79
Winters. John AZ 5
Wirth.Karl ..MN 44
Wisconsin Space Grant Office MN 84
Wiskerchen. Michael CA 9
Witschey. Walter VA 79
Witte, Larry C TX 72
Wolf, George MO 47
Wolfe, James AL 3
Wood, Charles A ND 58
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